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JOSEPH FENNIMORE

Joseph Fennimore, born in 1940, has enjoyed a long and productive career, producing
more than 200 works including music for solo piano, voice and piano, chamber music,
two operas and several transcriptions. The Pulitzer Prize-winning critic Philip Kennicott
has recognized him as “one of this country’s finest composers.” Fennimore wrote the
music on this collection (with the exception of Daydreams and Doldrums) when he was
in his mid 60s to mid 70’s. It is mature; the product of a restless and powerful mind.
It has only sharpened over time, and imagination, erudition, and precision characterize
all of his creative output. These pieces don’t form a program; they are assembled here
for no reason other than their relative contemporariness. Yet they each benefit from a
lifetime of accumulated experience and feeling. They are ruminative, unflinching in
the contemplation of mortality, yet retain the composer’s natural vivacity, his sense of
whimsy and style.
—Jeffrey Middleton
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MO N U ME N TS F O R P I AN O
Dover Air Force Base. Dover Air Force Base, in the state of Delaware, is the home of the
largest mortuary in the Department of Defense for processing military personnel killed
either in war or during peacetime, the latter of which there has been none since 1939.
Mesa Verde. Rich in landscape, fauna and the lush vegetation that inspired its name
(Spanish for “green plateau”), Mesa Verde National Park in Colorado is best known for
its remarkable archeological artifacts: ancient abodes built on mountaintops and carved
into cliffs by the ancestral Pueblo peoples who lived there from the 6th to the 13th
centuries. Betokening at once the persistence of nature and the moving on of us mortals,
it continues to haunt.
Arlington. What peace now accrues to the stately expanse of Arlington National
Cemetery belies the protracted legal and financial wrangling that led to its ultimate purchase by the federal government in 1883. Situated across the Potomac from Washington,
D.C., its 600-plus acres hold the graves of close to half a million veterans of the nation’s
wars and their families.
—Joseph Fennimore
F RO M MY W I N D O W: VARI ATIONS ON A SC HUB E RT THE M E
Fennimore writes “I came to the (this) ländler through Brahms’ choice for its inclusion in
his dozen or so versions of these for one piano, four hands, taking it as a kind of recommendation.” This ländler (an Austrian folk dance) is in a minor key, which for Schubert
is relatively rare, and presents a play of dissonance and resolution, mostly in quarter note
and half note chords. It comprises two eight bar phrases, each repeated: a total of 32 bars
of music. If you consider the exuberant and prolific output of Schubert’s all too brief life,
it follows that this ländler would have occupied relatively little of his time or thought.
For Fennimore it is a spark that generates a kaleidoscope of imaginative variations,
displaying a lifetime’s accumulation of skill.
There is rigorous structural cohesion here: fourteen of sixteen variations have
32 measures, all basically retaining the theme’s binary form. The two exceptions are
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variation 14, the melody of which is an exact retrograde of the theme and has 16 measures (exactly half), and the finale, variation 16, which has an extra 11 bars that serve as
a codetta.
The rigor of the structure appears in direct relation to the freedom of expression.
The variations have an extraordinary range of character, each unique, yet with some
notable references.
Baroque dotted rhythm (variation 1), strictly four voice texture (variation 6), quasi
minimalist repetition (variation 9) fully romantic figuration (variation 10) and virtuosic,
Brahmsian writing (variation 12), a wild, atonal, spinning figure amidst the bared theme
(variation 13) and an elaborately contrapuntal treatment recalling the Baroque at its most
ornate (variation 15).
Overall, the progression through the individual expressive states of the variations
culminate in what I take to be an emotional resolution in the finale, one suffused with
sadness.
In From my Window: Variations on a Schubert Theme, Fennimore took a very simple
ländler and invested it with great care, thought and the fullness of his creative power.
One might ask why. The title may provide an enigmatic clue. He once explained to me
that after years of looking at the same view across the street, a familiar Maple tree in the
park started to show signs of disease, and one day was gone from sight. An occurrence
that may pass unnoticed or be quickly forgotten, or one that to a more sensitive soul
may give pause.
E SC ORI AL
Originally built by Phillip II of Spain between 1563 and 1584 as a palace and burial place
for his father, Escorial is located northwest of Madrid. According to Wikipedia, “… (it)
is one of the Spanish royal sites and has functioned as a monastery, basilica, royal palace,
pantheon, library, museum, university and hospital.“
Conceived for either piano or harpsichord, Escorial dates from a period when Fennimore benefited from studying the earlier instrument. Renowned harpsichordist Elaine
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Comparone lent him a splendid Hubbard and Dowd for a couple of years, resulting in
several compositions for either instrument. (Escorial, Tourmaline, Fifteenth Romance).
Fennimore also has written a number of what can be called cultural explorations
— a perspective on and assimilation of musical idioms from various cultures. These
include Cathay (2005 – China); Molinos deViento (2003) (Spain – Molinos are windmills, a
reference to Cervantes hero); Passacalle (1994 – a Bolivian street serenade); Zocalo (2002
– in the style of Mexican popular song); and Sea of Sand (2002 – utilizing materials and
methods of Bedouin peoples).
The suite begins with an evocation of bagpipe folk music, followed by the slashing
and groveling of the Penitents, a domestic scene (El Bordado), an unhinged romp with
insanity, and finally, a somber Cortege…inexorable, elegant and sobering.
S I XTH S O N ATA
Fennimore has written six piano sonatas amidst many other forms for the instrument:
suites, Romances, variations, bagatelles, etc. He appears to use the form when it suits
him and the material in hand. He does maintain a first movement sonata form, and there
are contrasting movements that follow. But for me, the title Sonata doesn’t imply greater
significance than other genres, as it might with Beethoven or some of the Romantics,
for instance.
In the first movement, the organizing pitches of tritone combined with perfect
intervals I find original and innovative in its application. The second subject melody is
set with pointillistic accompaniment figuration—texturally innovative with atonal
harmony. At the same time, there is an easy quality to the jazzy second movement,
and also a familiar toccata-like quality to the last movement—here he plays with triads:
major, minor and quartal harmonies.
This is innovative and original writing for the instrument. Overall, it seems
balanced toward the middle movement, with an enigmatic first movement, and a
rousing finale.
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DOLD RU M S AND DAY D R EA M S
Written in the 1990’s, the nine short pieces of this set are concise, full of gesture,
contrasting moods and pianistic flourishes. Only the third piece of the nine is titled:
Cleopatra’s Barge. It has a swaying rhythm, a lethargy, and lushness of harmony. The last
piece of the set I hear as homage to Kurt Weill.
—Jeffrey Middleton
Jeffrey Middleton
Pianist Jeffrey Middleton graduated from the Juilliard School and
received his Doctor of Musical Arts from The Yale School of Music. His career has included chamber music, vocal coaching and
accompanying, solo performances, and teaching. Mr. Middleton
was presented by Artists International, Inc., in a Weill Hall debut
Recital at Carnegie Hall in 1995. His recording of Book Two
of J.S. Bach’s Well Tempered Clavier was released in 2004 on One
Soul Records. “It all sounds so simple, so right and so beautiful,” wrote Jerry Dubins in
Fanfare. In 2009 he recorded Cathay, a CD devoted to the solo works of Joseph Fennimore
on Albany Records. “Jeffrey Middleton plays with the dedication and sensitivity most
composers can only pray for.” (Dallas Morning News) In 2015 his recording of Fennimore’s
24 Romances for solo piano and other works was released on Albany Records. “Middleton’s playing is uniformly adept, nowhere more so than in the more poetic numbers… The more
quirky moments are dispatched with what can only be described as a full understanding
of the composer’s mode of discourse by Middleton, and it is precisely because of this
insight that the performances convince. …Recommended.” (Fanfare)
Since meeting Joseph Fennimore in the mid 1980’s, Mr. Middleton has been studying
and performing his music. In addition to Cathay and Twenty Four Romances for Solo Piano, he
has directed a production of Fennimore’s Eventide, a three-character opera adapted from
a text by James Purdy, at the Harlem School of the Arts. He also performed Molinos de
Viento, a piano trio based on Hispanic themes, and many other works.
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Mr. Middleton is currently on the faculty of the School of American Ballet, Lincoln
Center, where he teaches music for dancers. He received the Mae Wien Award for distinguished faculty service in 2010. He also worked for more than 20 years as vocal coach/
accompanist for Betty Allen’s Master Voice Class at the Harlem School of the Arts.
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BY JOSEPH FENNIMORE

		
		 Monuments for Piano
1	Dover Air Force Base (2013)
(for Ray Bono and, in memorium, Steve King) [2:42]
2 Mesa Verde (2009)
[4:36]
3 Arlington (2009)
[5:56]
4	
From My Window: Variations on a Schubert Theme
(2014) (to Jeffrey Middleton)
[21:14]
		 Escorial (2004)
5 La Gaita (Bagpipes)
6 Penitentes (El Flagelante)
7	El Bordado de la Infanta
(Embroidery of the Infanta)
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[2:05]
[3:02]
[3:08]

8	El Murcielagos campanario
(Bats in the Belfry)
9 La Comitiva (Cortege)
		
10
11
12

Sixth Sonata (2013)
Fastish
Noodling - relaxed but sentient
Jaunty

[3:00]
[5:10]

[3:25]
[4:18]
[3:40]

13	
Doldrums and Daydreams: Nine Bagatelles for Piano
(1993/94 ed. 2011) (for Marthanne Verbit) [10:55]
		

Total Time = 75:16
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